SECOND FOOD ACCESS WORKSHOP – MOHAVE COUNTY
Kingman  Feb. 2018  40+ in attendance
Started The Food Project, looking into community Gardens, mobile food market (with St. Mary’s)
Blessing boxes. Continues to hold meetings.

EIGHTH FOOD ACCESS WORKSHOP – YUMA COUNTY
Yuma  April 2019  40+ in attendance
Worked with Yuma County and Suzanne Cooper to put this on. Yuma County and Pinnacle Prevention are now talking about putting Double Up Food Bucks in Yuma grocery stores.

SEVENTH FOOD ACCESS WORKSHOP – MARICOPA COUNTY
Mesa  Oct 2018  80+ in attendance
Rafael Tapia was a speaker. Connected ASU with PWNA and AZDA.

FOURTH FOOD ACCESS WORKSHOP – GILA COUNTY
Globe  June 2018  50+ in attendance
Elvin Fant

FIFTH FOOD ACCESS WORKSHOP 40+ in attendance
Momentum around Cobre Valley Indoor Farms. Opened Cobre Valley Indoor Farms a few months later.

SIXTH FOOD ACCESS WORKSHOP – COCHISE COUNTY
El Frida  Sept. 2018  60+ in attendance
Met Sepc Spietsma and Kelly Foster.
Shared information pertaining to inventory of farms in the state. Hunger Advisory Board (Sharma is now Vice-chair).